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1. INTRODUCTION AND HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
During the early 1970's various scientific advisory committees
recommended that a space mission dedicated to study of the solar flare
phenomenon be conducted during the next maximum in the solar activity
cycle (1979). A solar flare is a highly energetic, spectacular, and
complex event producing emissions that span the electromagnetic
spectrum from gamma rays, through the visible spectrum, to kilometric
radio wavelengths. As such, its study requires a coordinated,
multi-instrument approach. NASA accepted these recommendations and in
February 1974 issued an Announcement of Opportunity for participation
in the Solar Maximum Mission (SMM).
Three groups, who had extensive interest and experience in solar X-ray
spectroscopy, decided to join forces to propose an investigation which
included an ambitious set of flight instrumentation called the "X-Ray
Polychromator." These groups and their respective Principal
Investigators were L. W. Acton of Lockheed Palo Alto Research
Laboratory (LPARL), J. L. Culhane of Mullard Space Sciences Laboratory
(MSSL), and A. H. Gabriel of Rutherford Appleton Laboratory (RAL).
LPARL and MSSL had cooperated in several previous solar X-ray
investigations: these included an experiment on the Orbiting Solar
Observatory (OSO-8) and rocket experiments. RAL also had space
hardware experience and, more importantly, brought expertise in the
discipline of theoretical X-ray spectroscopy to the team. The proposed
XRP investigation and instrumentation thus represented a culmination
of the long term Interests and commitments of the three groups. By
forming a three institutional consortium, a more complex instrument
and overall program was proposed than would have been possible by any
one of the individual groups.
The proposal, titled "A Versatile 1-23 A X-Ray Polychromator for the
Study of Flares and Related Phenomena for the Solar Maximum Mission"
was submitted in June 1974. It was the only proposal for an
investigation in this energy range that was selected by NASA for
further definition. A major feature of the XRP proposal was the
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acknowledgement that to obtain the desired temporal, spatial, and
spectral resolutions in this part of the X-ray spectrum would require
two different, but highly complementary instruments. These were called
the FCS (for Flat Crystal Spectrometer or Finely Collimated System)
and BCS (for Bent Crystal Spectrometer or Broadly Collimated System),
and had the characteristics indicated by these names.
Although ambitious in scope, the XRP instrumentation did not represent
really new technology, rather it was an extension of existing
technologies at the three institutions. The tasks involved in
developing the XRP were divided among the three groups equally. LPARL
was responsible for the high-precision FCS collimator, for the
microcomputer-based command and data handling systems, for the power
system, and for overall integration and test of the XRP. MSSL was
responsible for the detection systems (Including the FCS gas flow
system and the BCS position sensitive detectors) and for all of the
BCS mechanical and thermal elements except the crystals. RAL was
responsible for the sophisticated FCS raster and crystal drives, for
the overall FCS structure, and for obtaining and mounting both the FCS
and BCS crystals.
Phase I of the XRP program ran for about six months, beginning in the
Spring of 1975. A report titled "Phase I Scientific and Technical
Report" dated September 1975 summarizes the accomplishments of this
initial definition study. NASA then awarded a Phase II study to the
XRP consortium. This more detailed instrument definition study lasted
about a year and is summarized in a document titled "Phase II
Instrument Description and Technical Report" dated December 1976. Upon
evaluation of the Instrument definition and the plans for instrument
development which the XRP consortium presented, NASA elected to go
forward with development of the XRP. In just over two years (January
1979), the XRP was ready and delivered to GSFC for integration into
the SMM spacecraft. Thirteen months after that (February 14, 1980),
the SMM was placed into orbit and the XRP began scientific operation.
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Highlights of this very active 3 1/2 year development phase are given
in the "Final Report (Part I) for the Soft X-Ray Polychromator for the
SMM" dated April 1980.
In addition to developing the XRP instrumentation, the three groups
participated equally in making plans for orbital operations and
scientific analysis. This, of course, involved producing extensive
software. It also included participation in the Experiment Operations
Facility (EOF) at GSFC where science observations were planned and
conducted. Thus, members of the XRP teams began moving to GSFC in July
1979 and by launch we had an XRP resident staff of about 20 people at
the EOF. Instrument operations took place with a high level of
intensity until November 1980 (see Section 3) when the Spacecraft fine
pointing system failed. Several of the XRP scientists remained at the
EOF, which had become the focal point for SMM science activities, for
an additional year or two. By late summer of 1982 everyone had
returned to their home institutions. However this situation happily
changed as plans developed for the on-orbit repair of SMM, and team
members began moving back to GSFC in the Fall of 1983. By the time the
repair was accomplished (April 1984) the XRP resident team consisted
of about 10 persons. The XRP is now again collecting the scientific
data for which it was designed.
2. SCIENCE OBJECTIVES
2.1 Scientific Background
Solar flares are explosive events, occuring within magnetically active
regions, that result in electromagnetic radiation and particle
32
accelerations and involve energies that may exceed 10 ergs in some
cases. Visible flare radiation represents only a small part of the
flare emission, and moreover is not a manifestation of the primary
energy release process. Direct detection of high velocity particle
streams is possible, but only at great distances from the source of
origin on the Sun; flare accelerated particle streams in the solar
atmosphere may be inferred from radio burst data, but in general
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without any spatial resolution of the flare process, although some
radio data now do have high spatial resolution capability.
Various flare models have been proposed all of which involve the
release in some fashion of energy stored in magnetic fields. Since it
is not possible to observe the topology and rapid evolution of
magnetic fields directly on the spatial and temporal scale of the
flare process, the XRP was conceived principally to observe an
immediate and directly related manifestation of magnetic energy
release: the creation of hot, soft X-ray emitting plasmas.
2.2 Scientific Objectives
The SMM X-ray polychromator experiment was designed to investigate the
characteristics and evolution of solar plasmas formed in the 1.5-50
million degree K temperature regimes of solar flares and active
regions. The primary scientific objectives of the XRP investigation at
the outset of the Solar Maximum Mission were:
(1) To study in detail the pre-flare state of the plasma and the
development of active regions, so as to identify features peculiar
to the build-up of the flare instability within active regions;
(2) By observing the flaring plasma to determine the relative
importance of energetic non-thermal particles, shocks or other
forms of mechanical energy input and to investigate the
thermalization process;
(3) In the post-flare plasma to examine the roles of conduction,
radiation, expansion and dilution in the flare decay process.
Furthermore we anticipated that observations with the XRP would
contribute to basic knowledge in spectroscopy, atomic structure, and
plasma physics processes in general; an additional objective of the
XRP program was thus:
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(4) To investigate in detail the 1-23 A spectrum in order to improve
our theoretical knowledge of the atomic physics of high
temperature, low density plasmas and to establish diagnostic tools
for such solar plasmas.
We add that the post-repair objectives have been redirected to some
extent to carry out observations of the now relatively quiescent sun.
Some of the new, post-repair objectives are discussed in section 4.
2.3 Instrument Design Criteria
When the XRP was designed ten years ago, very little was known about
the X-ray spectra of flares. Still it was felt that high spectral
resolution emission line spectroscopy offered the best opportunity to
study the plasma physics and dynamics of solar flares; this approach
seemed to afford the best way to resolve the flare process as - a
function of plasma temperature. Furthermore, high resolution
spectroscopy offered the best hope of studying the mass motions and
mechanical turbulence in flares through the study of line profiles and
Doppler shifts of the X-ray lines.
Since the conflicting demands of spectral, spatial and temporal
resolution could not be met by a single instrument, the XRP was
designed as a coordinated, dual-instrument experiment: the Flat
Crystal Spectrometer (FCS) and the Bent Crystal Spectrometer (BCS).
The FCS achieves moderate spatial and good spectral resolution at some
sacrifice to temporal capability; conversely the BCS provides good
spectral and temporal resolution, but only with spatial resolution
adequate to isolate a single active region. However the coarse
collimation of the BCS allows it to monitor activity over an entire
active region to ensure that an event from the selected region will
not be missed; it can therefore be used to issue an alert to the FCS
that an event is starting up.
These instruments were designed to work in unison to derive the
characteristics of the coronal plasma during a flare from soft X-ray
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(1-23 A) emission lines. The PCS is also sufficiently sensitive in its
softest channels to spatially map the active regions that produce the
flares, and is consequently able to investigate the relationship
between the state of the active region evolution and its flare
productivity. Data from these instruments are directly comparable with
results from various atomic theory calculations; such ^comparisons
enable us both to improve the theory and to better understand the
diagnostic capabilities of various lines.
For plasmas at active region and flare temperatures the two most
abundant elements, hydrogen and helium are completely ionized. The
most prominent X-ray emission of such a high temperature, low density
solar plasma comes from other highly, but not completely, ionized
species such as oxygen, neon, magnesium, silicon, sulfur, calcium and
iron. The high binding energy of the innermost Is electrons implies
that one and two electron ions of these species will be particularly
dominant: that is, ions in the hydrogen- and helium-isoelectronic
sequences. Because of their prominence in the emission spectrum and
the diagnostic capabilities that have been developed for these ions,
the XRP was designed to concentrate on the hydrogen- and helium-like
lines of these species.
This region of the spectrum includes the resonance lines of the
hydrogen- and helium-like ions of most of the abundant species listed
above. In addition to these resonance lines all of the helium-like
21 3ions have two adjacent lines: a Is S - Is2p P intersystem line and
21 3
a Is S - Is2s S forbidden line. This helium-like group — resonance
(R), intersystem (I), and forbidden (F) — is extremely useful because
the ratios of these lines have been studied in detail theoretically
and density and optical depth diagnostics have been established.
Density measurements based on line ratios are independent of volume
filling factors, and so are a direct measure of the plasma condition.
Densities may also be determined from the differential emission
measure of the plasma; simultaneous measurement of collisionally
excited lines originating at different temperatures by the XRP and
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knowledge (from atomic physics) of the intrinsic emissivity of a given
line together allow determination of the combined "density-filling
factor" as a function of temperature for the plasma. The line ratio
densities are independent of the filling factor, and thus the two
types of measurements are highly complementary and in some cases may
be used to infer the sizes of emitting structures.
The same helium-like transitions occur in a lithium-like ion, except
that the addition of an outer electron decreases the potential energy
.of the inner electrons: such transitions are called inner-shell
transitions to differentiate this process from the customary
production of spectral lines via transitions involving the outermost
electron. The resulting three-electron helium-like lines are called
satellite lines, since they are shifted only slightly in wavelength
from the two-electron lines. This process is not limited to
helium-like transitions nor to the addition of only a single outer
electron, but the helium-like inner-shell resonance lines are
particularly important. Some satellite lines are excited by the
process of dielectronic recombination, with the consequence that the
satellite to two-electron resonance line ratio is a function of
electron temperature — providing a powerful temperature diagnostic.
Finally, the intensity ratios of satellite lines excited in
lithium-like ions by normal collisions (as opposed to dielectronic
recombination) to the two-electron resonance line provide a measure of
the ionization state of the plasma. This in turn provides an
ionization "temperature." If this temperature is higher or lower than
the electron temperature derived from the dielectronic satellite line,
this indicates that the plasma is out of equilibrium and is either
ionizing or recombining respectively — reflecting strong heating or
cooling.
2.4. The Flat Crystal Spectrometer
The FCS consists of 7 Bragg Crystal spectrometers that have the
capability of scanning the spectrum and/or mapping the target region.
The wavelength range of the. FCS is shown in Figure 1. The FCS
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concentrated on the spectral region 1.4-22.A A. The FCS in its home
position was designed to simultaneously observe the line centers of
the hydrogen-like 0 VIII resonance line and the helium-like Ne IX, Mg
XI, Si XIII, S XV, Ca XIX and Fe XXV resonance lines for a small
region (14" square) of the Sun; unfortunately due to the relatively
large uncertainty in the true wavelength of the line at the time of
FCS fabrication, the Ca XIX line is offset from the home position. By
rastering over a selectable area of the Sun, maps of the emission
topology and evolution of solar structures are obtained simultaneously
for the seven different temperatures at which the home position lines
form. In the spectral scanning mode, the intensities of other lines
and the line profiles of the home position and other lines may be
obtained by the FCS.
2.5 The Bent Crystal Spectrometer
The BCS provides simultaneous spectra in eight channels; these
channels include the line positions and profiles of the Fe K-alpha
lines, the line profiles of hydrogen-like Fe XXVI and helium-like Fe
XXV and Ca XIX, and other weaker lines. High temporal resolution of
the line fluxes and line profiles is obtained for an active
region-sized area on the Sun.
The BCS concentrates specifically on the narrow spectral region
(1.77-1.95 A) which Includes, among others, the two Fe K-alpha lines.
When atoms are bombarded by energetic electrons, one result is
ionization via removal of an inner, usually K-shell, electron. This
leaves the atom in an excited state and as a result an outer electron
drops down to fill the K-shell vacancy. The energy of this transition
may go into emission of an X-ray photon (called fluorescence) or into
expulsion of an outer electron (the Auger process).
When the BCS was designed it was thought that the occurrence of
K-alpha emission would be indicative of non-thermal excitation by
energetic electrons; it was expected that the wavelength of the
K-alpha line would reflect the ionization of the parent atom and thus
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provide information on where in the atmosphere the non-thermal
electrons are being stopped. However the BCS measurements revealed
that on the Sun K-alpha is primarily excited by photospheric
fluorescence from hard X-rays. Some evidence for beam-excited K-alpha
was seen in the BCS data but high spatial resolution will be required
to discriminate against the fluorescent component^ for such
measurements to be definitive.
The two other principal ions of interest which have lines in this
spectral region are helium-like Fe XXV and hydrogen-like Fe XXVI. This
wavelength regime is covered by subsets of seven channels; in addition
there is a single longer wavelength channel at ~ 3.2 A to observe
helium-like Ca XIX. The BCS contiuously monitors this spectrum with
relatively high resolution (both spectral and temporal) in 8
independent spectrometers. The complete set of BCS spectra from a
flare is shown in Figure 2.
2.6 Summary
In summary, the XRP was designed to measure the following temporal and
spatial properties of the active and flaring Sun: electron
temperature, departures from steady state, ion kinetic temperatures,
and electron density. The BCS is capable of measuring the broadening
and blue shifts often observed in the Impulsive phase of flares. The
six simultaneous line fluxes indicative of six different tempertures
of formation observable by the FCS allow us to derive the differential
emission measure of the plasma at each raster point. During the
operational periods of the XRP (1980 and 1984) we have observed
hundreds of flares of C-level (GOES classification) and brighter in
both the FCS and BCS, including 5 X-flares. Finally, associated
theoretical work in atomic physics, stimulated in part by the promise
of XRP measurements, has benefitted from the experimental data on
solar plasmas which the XRP has, in fact, provided in abundance.
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3. OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE
This section contains a description of the operations oriented
activities performed by the staff at the Experiment Operations
Facility in building 7 at GSFC during the reporting period. A summary
of the current instrument status is also included. Appendix- B contains
graphs, tables and other supporting material. Neither this section nor
appendix B is intended to be complete and should be considered an
overview of XRP operations. Periodic, detailed reports of instrument
and operations status are made to the home institutions (MSSL, RAL,
and LPARL). Copies of these reports are available to NASA on request.
3.1 Staff at the Experiment Operations Facility (EOF)
The operational experience during SMM I (Feb. - Dec. 1980) affected
the approach used during the repaired mission (SMM II). Although
there are more similarities than differences, the paragraphs that
follow highlight the differences. Appendix B contains a list of the
EOF staff personnel.
3.1.1 SMM I Operations
o Science/Ops/Engineering:
During SMM I little distinction was made between science,
operations and engineering tasks. As a result, job assignments
were made on a personnel-available basis, with the effect that
an operations-oriented computer programming assignment was just
as likely to be accomplished by a scientist as by an engineer
or a programmer. The only personnel with clear, well defined
job responsibilities were the Data Technicians who were
employed to perform tape processing and command generation
tasks.
o Weekly Rotations:
The Science Planners were changed once per week on SMM I. The
rationale behind this was that all Co-Investigators should have
an opportunity to plan a week's observations. -'The result was
frequent errors in the command generation activity because no
Science Planner had enough experience to become familiar with
"the system". The Data Tech's were also rotated from Command
Generation to Quick-Look Tape Processing jobs on a weekly
basis. Though the result of this approach was somewhat less
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confusing than was the case with the Science Planner rotation,
the effect was that the Data Tech did not become "expert" in
either job.
o Quick-Look Evaluation Performed by Science Staff:
The evaluation task was a scientist's responsibility on SMM I.
The evaluator for a given week had been the planner the
previous week. This was a direct offshoot of the' lack of a
differentiation between science and operational issues: Since a
scientist was required to do detailed evaluation of a flare, he
had to handle all aspects of the evaluation tasks (e.g. did all
detectors switch on as planned; did the micro processors
execute the proper sequence?).
o Plan Forms Were Hand-Written:
The path of information from SMM Observing Plan, to XRP
Observing Plan, to command loads, to evaluation of data
involved a number of retranscriptions from one handwritten form
to another. This resulted in a number of errors and a fair
amount of difficulty in ascertaining whether operations were
consistent with plans.
3.1.2 Current SMM II Operations
o Instrument Operations Team (IOT):
Toward the end of the previous mission, there came recognition
of the need for some separation between instrument operations
and science planning and evaluation. This new philosophy has
been implemented for SMM II. Day to day operations tasks
(command generation, data base management, tape processing,
data management, etc.), engineering tasks, and computer
programming efforts to support the above have been assigned to
a six person group named the Instrument Operations Team (IOT).
The rationale behind the IOT is manifold; but the two most
important reason are to establish responsibility for and to
produce genuine continuity of expertise in these areas.
o Data Tech Assignments Fixed:
In keeping with the desire for continuity, Data Tech
assignments are fixed, (i.e. there is a Command Generator and a
Quick-Look Tape Processor).
o Top Level Evaluation Handled by IOT:
The responsibilities of the IOT person in charge of tape
generation has been expanded to include the top level
operations evaluation.
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o Science planner rotation:
The science planner changes monthly, with responsibility
rotating between the three laboratories in the XRP Consortium.
o Reduction in operator intensive activities:
There now being a programmer dedicated full time to operations
oriented functions, a number of improvements have been made and
are continuing to be made to operations support programs. Some
of these are called out in section 3.6.
o Computer aided generation of plans:
Planning forms are now computer generated. There is a program
that reads a file that contains orbital information and
generates a "blank form" for a given operations day. The
planner then types the specifics of the plan onto the form.
This gives the command generator and the evaluator ready access
to a clean, readable, and accurate synopsis of the days planned
activities.
3.2 Description of Normal Operations
XRP is an operational experiment on an operational satelite. The major
function of the EOF staff is to carry out routine command and
evaluation tasks on a daily basis. The sections that follow give an
overview of the operations scenario.
3.2.1 Planning and command generation
Normally science and engineering plans are generated Mondays (for
3-days) and Thursdays (for 4-days). The science plans reflect
decisions made at SMM planning meeting. Engineering plans are driven
by regularly scheduled status and maintainance activities (e.g. motor
lubrication sequence, detector calibrations, etc.) as well as more
specialized requirements (e.g. detector background tests). While plans
are made for several days, revisions are often made on a daily basis
as the solar forecast or instrument condition dictate. The plan is
typed onto a planning form. This form is used by the command generator
to formulate the daily microprocessor and command loads. A sample
planning form is shown in appendix B.
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The command generation task itself is computer aided and takes place
partly on PDF 11-34 computers in the EOF and partly on the building 14
Command Management System via remote terminals in the EOF. The
computer programs on the 11-34 allow the command generator to compose
new sequences for BCS and PCS by editing text files and submitting
them to a process which error-checks the sequence,- generates
microprocessor loads, and transmits these loads to the CMS system via
a communications link. The CMS system is used by the command generator
to build Real Time Sequences (RTS's), by which the On Board Computer
(OBC) will activate observing sequences, and load directives, which
correlate RTS activations to absolute time. Output listings produced
by CMS are signed off by the science planner. The command generation
task is one that involves reasonable proficiency on different computer
systems and requires well developed organization skills.
3.2.2 Quick-look tape dump and evaluation
XRP data are received directly in the EOF on a PDF 11-34 mini
computer. The data are stored on an RA81 disk unit, which can hold up
to 60 hours of data. Data are dumped to tape nominally once per day. A
single tape reel can hold up to 28 hours of XRP data, but 24 hour
tapes are usually made. All XRP evaluation programs use magnetic tape
as input, i.e., no near-real-time evaluation is performed.
Once a Quick-Look tape has been made, the data evaluator runs a set of
standard programs that list instrument status parameters and also
generates a plot of X-ray counts in all operating detectors (12
channel light curves). The evaluator checks the status listing to
verify instrument health and also compares it to the plan. In
addition, areas of particular interest (e.g. high count rates on the
light curve) are reformatted for more detailed evaluation. Programs
that produce FCS and BCS single channel light curves, BCS and FCS
spectrum plots, and FCS contours are among those used for such
evaluation. A contour plot of the most recent FCS raster map is
normally produced for science planning.
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3.3 Observing Sequences
Both the BCS and the FCS are micro-computer controlled instruments. As
a result, they are capable of being programmed to execute a great
variety of observing sequences. This section groups the sequences
actually used into several classes and gives a brief description of
the function of each.
3.3.1 BCS
Four sequences have been generated for the BCS:
o All bins, normal time resolution... ID 10.0.15.0:
This sequence collects data from all operating BCS detectors at
the natural time resolution (i.e. 7.65 second). This is the
most commonly used BCS sequnce.
o All bins, high time resolution... ID 11.1.15.0:
This sequence collects data from all operating BCS detectors at
twice the natural time resolution (i.e. 3.8 seconds). This is
used as a flare response to sequence 10.0.15.0, and can collect
up to 7 minutes of high time resolution data.
o No redundancy sequence, normal time resolution... ID 12.0.15.0:
The BCS detectors contain redundant coverage of some
wavelengths (albeit at different spectral resolution). This
sequence eliminates the high resolution coverage to obtain
higher time resolution (4.3 seconds). This sequence is seldom
used.
o No redunancy sequence, High time resolution... ID 13.1.15.0:
This sequence is the flare response to sequence 12.0.15.0, and
collect up to 7 minutes of 2.2 second time resolution data with
no redundant spectral coverage.
3.3.2 FCS
The following list describes some of FCS observing sequences used
during the reporting period:
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o Standard Rastering Sequences:
These are the most common sequences used. Typical rastering
sequences execute in one of the following ways:
- Raster continuously at a fixed size for the duration of an
orbit day.
- Raster to find an X-ray bright point then take data for the
remainder of the orbit at the bright point.
- Raster to find a bright point and contine rastering around
the bright point for the duration of the orbit.
o Surveys:
Surveys are a special case of raster sequences. Survey
sequences are of 3 main types:
- Active region surveys. These are used for planning purposes
when there is more than 1 active region on the disk.
- East limb surveys. These are used for planning purposes as
well. The idea is to try to observe coronal structures above
the limb before an active region rotates onto the disk.
Diachronic surveys. A series a spacecraft repointings and
rolls are used to obtain coronal X-ray data above the limb
for one complete solar rotation. The purpose of this
sequence is to generate a one rotation X-ray map to compare
with similar data taken by the Coronagraph Polarimeter.
Surveys are similar to standard rastering sequences but
require time synchronization with spacecraft repointing
commands.
o Sequences Preliminary to Crystal Usage:
Since the primary drive failed in 1980, a certain amount of
care is taken to be certain that the backup drive is used only
if the FCS is pointed at a flaring region. A standard procedure
is used in conjunction with potential use of the FCS crystal
drive. The standard startup sequence is as follows:
- A3 arc minute square raster is executed to find an X-Ray
bright point.
- Once a bright point is found, the BCS flare flag is enabled
(i.e. the FCS is informed via an interrupt if the BCS
observes a flare in its 6 arc minute field of view).
- The FCS performs a survey raster (5 arc minutes square) then
continues 3 arc minute rasters at the bright point.
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- If a BCS flare occurs anytime after step 1, the PCS does a
rapid bright point find around the original bright point.
- If the new'bright point has sufficient counts, the crystal
drive is turned on and spectra are taken.
The threshold required for crystal sequence activation varies
with the spectral sequence that is planned.
•
o Spectral scans:
The PCS Crystal Drive is considered a limited-life resource
(see paragraph 3.5). As such, PCS spectral scans occur only in
cases where the probability of valuable scientific return is
judged to be high by the XRP science staff at the EOF. PCS
spectra have been taken on seven occasions.
- Active region spectral data is initatied on a pre-programmed
basis when the science staff beleives the X-ray emission
from the region is sufficient to warrant the use of the
crystal drive. Five such scans have been performed. These
were all in the active period in late April and early May
1984. One of the data sets is forever lost because of
problems with the spacecraft tape recorder.
- Flare spectra can be taken if the criteria in the standard
startup sequence are satisfied (item 3 above). One such
automatic sequence has occurred in the reporting period.
- In September 1984, home position spectra were taken at 576
positions in and surrounding a coronal hole.
3.4 Other Instrument Activities
3.4.1 Detector Calibrations
BCS detector calibration are done regularly in a programmed fashion.
Position and Pulse Height Analyzer (PHA) calibrations are each done on
alternate Thursdays. PCS detector calibrations require crystal drive
motion as the calibration sources are located behind the crystal bank.
As a result, only 2 PCS detector calibrations have been performed.
Detectors are discussed further in paragraph 3.5.1
3.4.2 Raster Calibration
The PCS raster system uses a pairs of motor driven cams (one each for
pitch and yaw) to point the PCS collimator to a nominal accuracy of 5
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arc seconds. The actual position of the collimator is determined by
the output of transducers that measure the strain in each axis. A
special sequence was run in May 1984 to obtain the correlation between
motor position and transducer value for each position in the operating
range (+/- 3.5 arc minutes).
3.4.3 PCS Detector Background
PCS detectors report two counting rates that indicate the number of
events in two energy bands, the broader of the two completely
containing the narrower. The difference between the two counting rates
is used to functionally determine the average background rate. The
correlation between the count rates and background demands that data
be taken at times when there is (effectively) no X-ray flux coming
into the detector(s). During the first mission, background
determination was made during a few specific intervals by pointing the
instrument at areas of quiet sun; now PCS background determination has
become a regular program. In addition to quiet sun, off-limb pointings
and night-time (earth eclipse) observations data are taken on a
regular basis to ascertain if there is a (relatively) short term
variation in PCS backgound parameters. The background subtraction
software has also been improved to allow incorporation of such short
term effects.
During SMM I, our ability to take PCS background data at night had
been seriously compromised by the tendency of the PCS thin window
detector to drop out. The XRP team determined that a possible cause
for these drop-outs was the ingresslon of plasma into the
detector/high-voltage area through PCS gas system vent pipe access
hole. This hole was covered by a baffle during the repair mission.
There have been no detector drop-outs during night time periods since
the repair mission.
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3.4.4 PHA Study
The XRF electronics contains a 31 channel pulse height analyzer that
is used for detector calibrations. In an effort to better understand
the FCS background signature, quiet sun, active region, and non-solar
(e.g. night-time and off-limb) observations have been made with the
FCS operating in PHA mode. There have been no final conclusions and
this effort is continuing. A change to the FCS micro-processor code
has been worked out that would allow PHA and normal science data to
both appear in the data stream. If the PHA study indicates this would
be useful, this patch will be loaded sometime in the near future.
Appendix B contains some annotated plots of data from this project.
3.4.5 Detector Gain Tests
The XRP team has been concerned for some time about the response -of
FCS detector 1. One possible reason for discrepencies between expected
and actual counting rates has been the detector high voltage gain.
This detector has been run at the lowest possible gain setting since
the beginning of the first mission because higher gain settings
produce occassional break-down (excessively high counting rates).
During one of the FCS calibrations, detector 1 was run for a time at
normal gain and exhibited no problems. As a result, its gain setting
has been left at normal. The results have been somewhat puzzling
because not only was background reduced (as expected) but the counting
rate observed in flares and active regions was also reduced
(unexpected). Understanding of this situation should be improved with
the next FCS flare crystal scan.
3.5 Instrument Health and Status
3.5.1 Detectors
BCS:
During SMM I, BCS detectors 2 and 8 failed. The six remaining
BCS detectors continue to operate normally. Calibrations have
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shown no change other than the expected decrease In count rate
caused by decay of the calibration sources. Sample BCS
calibration are in appendix B.
o FCS:
Toward the end of the SMM I mission, FCS detector 6 (Ca XIX)
was showing signs of impending failure. A special set of
pre-repair tests in June 1983 showed that this detector had
ceased to function in a useful manner. The remaining 6 FCS
detectors continue to operate nominally. The gain of detector 1
(0 VIII) has been adjusted from low gain to normal gain.
Detector 2 has been tested at higher gain, and no breakdowns
were observed. No decision has been made on permanently
switching detector 2 to high gain.
Unlike the BCS, FCS detectors are not calibrated on a regular
basis. This is because the crystal drive has to activated to
expose the calibration sources. There have been a total of
three detector calibrations in the reporting period. Sample
calibration plots are shown in appendix B.
Two FCS detector calibrations were performed in May 1984. The
first set of calibrations showed significant differences from
calibrations run in 1980. Investigation of the problem revealed
that the PHA gain settings used for some detectors were
incorrect. Calibrations were rerun and the detectors showed no
significant differences from the 1980 data.
On 17 August, detectors 2 and 4 were inadvertently turned on
when the gas system for these detectors was off. This condition
was corrected after approximately six hours. Because there was
a possibility that the detectors had been damaged by this
event, another FCS calibration was run on 24 August. The
detectors proved to be undamaged.
3.5.2 Raster System and Slip History
The FCS pointing system is operated by stepper motors. The electronics
system runs in an open loop manner, so when a motor does not respond
properly to a step command, the planned area of observation slips in
the field of view. There is a processing routine in the FCS
micro-processor that corrects the field of view to the nominal
boresight on every orbit night. The XRP evaluation procedures include
a program that lists raster positions every orbit night and at each
SAA entry (i.e. at times when the system is quiescent). A log file of
raster slips is maintained on the Data Analysis Center (DAC) VAX
computer which is located in the EOF area. Currently FCS image data
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are not routinely corrected for raster slips. A sample page for the
Raster Slip Log is contained in appendix B.
There have been three major episodes of raster slips. During the
period of mid-May through late June, raster slips occurred regularly.
A set of procedures were discovered that seemed to minimize and
eventually nearly eliminate slips. This procedure included moving the
raster quickly to the edges of the maximum normal operating range (+/-
3.5 arc minutes) prior to initiating a series of rasters. The idea
behind this approach was that it would help smooth out areas of dry
lubricant build-up in and around the motor shaft bearings. This was
apparently successful; though there was a second episode of slips in
July, this was minor by comparison (i.e. 1 or 2 per calendar day) and
was short-lived (approximately two weeks). Recently a third episode of
slips began occurring in early November, and is coincident with a
change made to the crystal start-up sequence. Efforts to correct the
current problems are continuing. There is a backup cam for each axis,
and these will be used if the current problems persist.
3.5.3 Crystal Drive (Usage log and misread summary)
The PCS primary crystal drive motor failed after less than one month
of operation in the first mission because the encoder lamp went "open
circuit". Changes in supply voltage readings as well as drive behavior
substantiate this conclusion. Prior to failure, there was an
increasing tendency of the drive to misread addresses. Misreads are
identified by apparent changes in direction during the time the drive
is moving through a relatively large angle. Because the primary drive
failed after less than 5% of its expected lifetime, the operations
approach to drive-usage was changed from continuous spectroscopic
scanning to scanning only when expectations of good scientific return
was high (see section 3.3.2 above). This conservative approach has
continued in SMM II.
In order to determine if the redundant drive is nearing failure
(assuming it fails in the same manner as the primary drive), all
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crystal motions are carefully analyzed with an eye towards reversals
or changes in time required to acquire a commanded position. All
crystal motions, their durations, address range, and anomalies are
cataloged in a file maintained on the DAC VAX computer. Appendix B
contains a listing of the crystal log file. The most recent use of the
drive show some misreads (see the log). Comparing the misread
frequency with that of the primary drive, there are between 100 and
200 hours of on-time remaining on the drive.
3.5.4 Gas
The PCS thin window detectors (detectors 1-4) contain propane which is
supplied from a pair of gas systems; each system services two
detectors. Since the gas reservoir is in the liquid state (i.e. it
operates at the vapor pressure of liquid propane), there is no direct
measure of the remaining supply. During the first mission, little time
was spent determining the gas reserve as the mission had operated for
considerably less than the designed lifetime up to the point of
spacecraft failure. During SMM II there has been a concerted effort to
determine the gas remaining in each system by refering to pre-launch
lab measurements and performing calculations from first principles.
There are two methods of estimating gas expenditure:
o Puff Counts:
A digital monitor counter increments each time the gas solenoid
valve opens, putting a "puff" of gas into the system. Mass per
puffs is estimated from the number of puffs required to fill
the detectors (a known volume). Gas expended is determined by
total number of puffs used in the mission.
o Leak Rate:
Each time the gas system is turned off, the pressure slowly
decays. The rate of presure decrease can be used to determine a
leak rate (in mass per unit time). This rate is multiplied
times the total system on-time to determine the amount of gas
used.
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Both of these method have been used, and while they give somewhat
different results, they are close enough to give one confidence that
the calculations are correct.
The results (shown in Appendix B) show that system B (detectors 2 and
4) has a markedly shorter expected lifetime (by a factor of 10!) from
that of system A. As a result, the general gas usage policy is to
leave system A on continuously. System B is turned on only while the
science staff determines such action is warranted by solar activity
level.
3.5.5 Alignment Sensors
The PCS contains 5 white light alignment sensors (one central detector
and 4 limb detectors). These are used to determine XRP alignment
relative to the spacecraft and to other instruments on SMM. There was
0.
a continuous degradation of the response of these sensors during the
first mission and there was a fear that this would seriously
compromise the ability to determine absolute FCS pointing. Such has
not been the case as the degradation of the sensors appears to have
bottomed out.
3.5.6 Micro-processors
When the FCS crystal drive was turned off following the crystal drive
test sequence on 7 June, the BCS micro-processor ceased to operate.
Several unsuccessful attempts were made to restart the micro, after
which it was reloaded with the full hardware load. This type of
problem had been observed before (i.e. FCS crystal drive power on/off
effecting the BCS micro); however, this is the first time a reload was
required. This was the only problem associated with either the BCS or
FCS micro-processors in the reporting period.
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3.6 Other Operations Activities
The following paragraphs highlight other projects and activities of
the XRP staff at the EOF.
3.6.1 Improvements to Command generation and Evaluation Procedures
One of the major deficiencies in the first mission was the lack of
programming talent specifically assigned to operations oriented tasks.
Because there is an IOT programmer and also because the individual
hired for the tape production/data evaluation task has good
programming skills, a number of improvements have been made to
operations support software. The overall result has been that the data
evaluation as a whole is less operator-intensive and frees the staff
for other projects, including other computer programming tasks. The
following list contains some of the major software enhancements made
during the review period.
o Quick-look tape production man interface more natural (entry is
now in start time and duration... rather than record numbers);
o OBC words left off Q/L tapes so 24 hours/tape and one tape per
day;
o Top level evaluation programs run simultaneously so only one
pass through tape required (i.e. less time);
o Crystal turn-on's detected by tape processing program to speed
up flyback analysis;
o BCS Light Curves require less human input;
o PCS contour maps more integrated into VAX system and cause no
problems;
o 15 channel light curve program modified to eliminate
non-functioning detector giving higher resolution;
o Missing data flagged by status program.
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3.6.2 Production Tape Processing
XRP considers that data gathered at the EOF is for Quick-Look
evaluation and analysis, and that the final data product is the set of
production tapes sent by IPD to each XRP home institution and to the
EOF. During the first mission, these tapes were eventually processed
through top level evaluation programs at MSSL in England. The
difficulty in this approach was not only the time lag, but the less
than optimal processing as the programs to do this evaluation were
being improved at the EOF, i.e., MSSL was always using old versions of
the software. During SMM II, production tape processing is done at the
EOF by IOT staff members.
In the early stages of the mission, IPD tapes were almost unusable
because real-time pass data and tape recorder dump data were sent on
different tapes. (During SMM I there were two operating tape
recorders. As a result, tape recorder plyback data contained the
entire data stream. In SMM II, one recorder has failed, so realtime
data is required to fill in those periods when the recorder is being
dumped.) IPD now sends "merged" tapes. Because it was several months
before merged tape began arriving, production tape processing at the
EOF has lagged behind where we had hoped it would be. The turn around
time in tape processing is improving and should be two months by early
1985.
3.6.3 Flare Catalog
The NOAA support staff at the EOF produced an event catalog for SMM I.
The same is planned for SMM II. The XRP input to this catalog had been
hand-written. To speed up the XRP input to the NOAA catalog, a set of
programs has been developed to assist in its generation. The XRP flare
catalog contains more XRP information than appears in the final NOAA
catalog. The software support program includes the capability to
search events based on numerous criteria, e.g. maximum intensity,
duration, etc.
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3.6.4 Instrument Status Reports
The IOT issues periodic reports to the home institutions that document
in detail instrument activities and status. Three such reports were
issued during the reporting period.
3.6.5 Weekly PI report
A summary of EOF activities is sent via TWX to the three XRP Pi's.
Additional copies are sent to each home institution. A sample report
in contained in appendix B.
4. SCIENTIFIC RESULTS
The XRP experiment has collected data on the solar corona for a total
of 18 months since the launch of the SUM on 14 February 1980. Prior to
the repair mission we had several years to analyse the data from SMM-I
which enabled us to examine critically the early XRF results and to
establish priorities for the second mission, which is presently
underway. The first mission, which only lasted 10 months and during
which there were few big flares on the Sun, did produce a number of
Interesting results from the two XRP instruments. For a complete list
of all the XRP groups' publications to date see Appendix A. In the
section below we decribe the scientific results and observations
obtained so far and describe some of plans that we have for using the
XRP to build on this knowledge during SMM-II. The topics have been
arranged in several categories according to the level of solar
activity. The XRP was primarily designed to look at flare plasmas in
the solar corona but has sufficient sensitivity to examine less
energetic phenomena.
4.1 Flare Observation and Results
The XRP observed over 700 bright flares during SMM-I (including 93
M-flares and 6 X-flares). An interesting feature is that at least 40%
of them have multiple soft X-ray peaks. This can be an important
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effect energetically as was shown by Strong et al 1984. The relative
importance of various energetics terms such as mass motions can be
altered if the energy from the flare burst is absorbed into hot dense
coronal plasma rather than into the cooler plasma of the transition
region or chromosphere. This same work established that the release
point was most probably in the corona, later supported by a HXIS study
of a limb flare by Simnett and Strong 1984, and that loops differing
in length by more than an order of magnitude were involved in the
onset of a flare. This later conclusion supports the idea that flares
are a result of the interaction of loop systems as a result of
photospheric motions (shear or flux emergence).
We have looked at the buildup of energy in an active region .before the
flare. Several studies have also been done that involve preflare
brightenlngs, such as the one on the Queens' Flare by de Jager et al.
There have been some interesting advances in this area recently; P.
Waggett in conjunction with the HXIS group (G. Simnett and R.
Harrison) believes that these "precursors" may in fact be the
forerunner of a coronal mass ejection (CME) and that the main flare is
merely a spin-off of the massive energy release involved in a CME.
This work is still in progress.
The BCS, with its fine time resolution «lls) and good spectral
resolution, has been able to measure the broadening and blue shifts
often observed in the impulsive phase of flares (see Figure 3).
Antonucci, primarily, has looked at the energetics of this kinetic
component in comparison with that of the non-thermal electrons and
thermal coronal plasma. She has found that, within observational
uncertainties, these components balance and are compatible with the
chromospheric evaporation model. Further support of this model has
come from a joint observation between the FCS and H-alpha spectra
taken from the ground (Acton et al. 1982). They have taken the output
from a comprehensive MHD model comparing the observed H-alpha profiles
to those predicted to be a signature of the evaporation process and
found good qualitative agreement. Also the amount of material that was
calculated to be taking part in this process would be sufficient to
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supply the material seen later in the corona. Further work on mass
motions in flares has been done by Bentley et al. who have discovered
high velocity (300-400 tan/s) flows in the high temperature plasma
(>10 K) of a limb flare where such Doppler motion have not been
expected to be observed. This event was associated with a coronal
transient.
With the BCS it is possible to follow the evolution of flare
parameters such as temperature and emission measure with good time
resolution, at least for the higher temperature component of the
coronal plasma. The PCS can produce the temperature distribution of
the differential emission measure (DEM) over the 2-70 million K
temperature range but with a lower sampling rate. This has been done
for a number of flares, and we find that it produces a two-component
model with each being comparable energetically. This, in conjunction
with other SMM instruments, can yield a complete energy budget for the
coronal portion of a flare (see Figure 4). The FCS also can supply the
time history of several components of the coronal plasma when used in
its wavelength scanning mode. Figure 5 shows the evolution of the
flare density throughout a double flare on 5 November 1980, from a
paper by Wolfson et al 1983.
P. Bornmann has found that the shape of the light curves of the HP
lines can give an indication of the temperature of the coronal plasma;
she observed changes of slope in the light curves of these lines as
the coronal plasma cooled through its peak formation temperature. This
work is still under way and will be a major part of her thesis. An
important discovery of SMM-I was that of large coronal arches filled
with hot plasma several hours after the onset of a two ribbon flare.
While the HX1S instrument was the primary one to image these
structures (see Svestka et al. 1982) the BCS was able to support this
analysis by supplying observations of the temperature and emission
measure of the plasma from long integration spectra.
The XRP experiment has often been used in support of radio
observations from ground sites all over the world. An example of this
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study was the discovery that there may be some association between
Long Duration Events and Type I metric noise storms (Lantos et al.
1981). Using a combination of PCS and BCS data we found that the storm
is located in the leg of a loop transient, and that the production of
the metric burst, the white light transient and the extended emission
of soft X-rays are closely linked.
One of the potentially most interesting results from the XRP
experiment is the discovery of indications that the heavy element
abundances in flares may be varying by as much as 40%. This result
(Sylwester, Mewe and Lemen, 1984) comes from ratios of the Ca XIX
resonance line intensity to that of the nearby thermal continuum. The
ratio, when plotted as a function of temperature (Figure 6), often
shows some hysteresis. There is also variation in this ratio from
flare to flare. This could be very important in the interpretation of
flare spectra in the future.
4.2. Active Region Observations and Results
The FCS has compiled an unprecedented record of the complete transit
of several large active regions across the solar disk. In both the
1980 and 1984 operational periods the FCS followed the complete
evolution of the soft X-ray emission of active regions from emergence
until their decay or passage over the limb. With images taken on time
scales of between 2 and 30 minutes throughout its transit, we have
data sets that will be invaluable in following the relationship
between the state of the photospheric magnetic field (from
ground-based magnetographs) and the soft X-ray output of the region.
This is particularly important in relation to flare production. These
data have been the subject of several FBS and SERF workshops and
related publications. Figure 7 shows several stages in the transit of
NOAA Active Region 4492/4.
We have made several joint observations of active region loop arcades
with microwave radio instruments (particularly the VLA). In some work
by Schmahl et al. 1982 we were able to derive estimates of the coronal
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magnetic fields by combining microwave, optical and X-ray images of an
active region. Further, we have been able to shed some light on the
emission mechamism that causes microwave "rings" around sunspots.
The PCS produced a very interesting result from some early soft X-ray
line profiles taken in a limb active region. These data -showed that
the resonance lines of 0 VIII, Ne IX and Mg XI were broader than the
instrument profile. This could not be explained satisfactorily by
simple thermal effects and so was attributed to Doppler motions
(namely turbulence) by Acton et al. 1981. This work has been followed
up in the 1984 operations period. Initial results confirm the earlier
result, giving a turbulent velocity in quiescent active region loops
of about 100 km/s and an upper limit to any flows of about 20 km/s.
Figure 8 shows the spatial distribution of Mg XI line profiles
obtained by the FCS. This work brings into doubt the validity of
static loop models that have been relied on for a number of years. We
have also made observations of the He-like triplet lines, which should
give us at least a lower limit on the densities in coronal active
region loops.
4.3 Quiet Sun Observations and Results
The XRP was not designed to look at the quiet Sun but with sufficient
integration time and a stable structure it has been shown that the FCS
can detect quiet Sun sources and get data that can be useful in
limiting some of the physical quantities involved. As we have been
developing better background subtraction techniques, such studies have
become more feasible. The first attempt at this was in a study of
Ephemeral Active Regions (EAR), or coronal bright points, by Tang et
al. 1983 who combined ground-based observations with those from SMM to
look at the nature of the phenomenon.. We have also detected X-ray
signals from bright spotless plages and active filaments (and
prominences). A recent attempt has been made to look at the Doppler
motions across a coronal hole boundary by using the FCS, but the data
have not yet been fully reduced and so there are no definitive results
from that study at present.
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4.4 Atomic Physics Results
Comparisons of synthetic spectra derived from atomic models with our
data have led to significant improvements in the models. This is
particularly the case for the Ca XIX spectrum observed by the BCS; E.
Antonnucci and J. Dubois have improved the agreement between the model
and the observed Ca XIX and Fe XXV spectra since the start of the SMM
(see Figure 9 for an example of a synthetic spectral fit to BCS data).
Note that the intercombination lines are not fit well as yet. This
will be a subject of future studies.
Work by Phillips et al. 1984 on the inner shell transitions of Fe XIX
to Fe XXII has compared the results from calculated spectra to those
from both tokamaks and from coronal plasma observed by the BCS. It was
found that the density dependence of the Fe XX lines was confirmed and
could be a useful diagnostic for certain high density cosmic X-ray
sources such as Sco XI.
The BCS also observes the K-alpha transition of iron (1.94 A); there
was some speculation as to the true formation mechanism of this line.
In a paper by Parmar et al. 1984 it is established that the prime
source is due to photospheric fluorescence from hard X-rays in the
corona. The alternative model, a high-energy electron impact, would
not have produced the observed center to limb variation in the
relative output of Fe K-alpha or its timing with respect to the hard
X-ray burst.
The FCS obtained a complete spectrum over its full wavelength range on
25 August 1980; these spectra enabled us to identify several hundred
lines and find a few previously unknown lines (see Phillips et al.
1982). We also obtained some interesting Fe XVII line ratios since the
SMRM, which indicate that there remains some work to be done in
understanding that ion.
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4.5 Absolute Flux Calibration of the FCS
Many XRP science results depend critically upon the knowledge of
the relative and absolute flux calibration of the individual FCS
channels: i.e., the 0/Ne abundance ratio, temperature-dependent line
ratios from different channels, home-position x-ray light curves using
sit-and-stare data, and the use of FCS absolute line fluxes in
conjunction with results from other SMM experiments. Hence some
substantial effort has gone into understanding the overall FCS
calibration, focusing on two areas in particular: 1) the "pedestal
problem" and 2) the thin window detector calibration (#s 1 and 2).
The FCS "pedestal" is a spurious contribution to the detector
counting rates thought to be largely the result of x-ray fluourescence
of the FCS (and BCS!) crystals in response to harder x-ray photons
during a flare. The initial pedestal correction was found to -be
inaccurate for large flares, and a new analysis of the problem was
performed by R. Stern. This resulted in a new pedestal correction
algorithm, which K. Strong and R. Stern have tested against
sit-and-stare data from the 14 Oct 1980 flare; they find it to be in
general a much better behaved algorithm than that previously used. The
pedestal correction in some cases can be as much as 50% of the total
count rate in some channels, and therefore substantially changes
derived line ratios in different home position lines.
Because the 0/Ne abundance in flares is a scientifically important
abundance ratio, and because the 0 VIII and Ne IX resonance lines are
at the home positions of channels 1 and 2, the relative calibration of
these two channels is highly relevant to such abundance studies. A
cross-calibration of the two detectors was performed after the SMM
repair by scanning the Ne IX triplet in both detectors 1 and 2,
indicating agreement to within ~ 30%. However, The calibration of
detector #1 at the 0 VIII resonance line (18.97 A) is much more
dependent upon accurate window thickness measurements than the results
at Ne IX (13.45 A). A reanalysis of the original window calibration
data by R. Stern suggested that the detector 1 window was, in fact,
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about 10% thicker than was assumed in the original PCS sensitivity
calculations by Leibacher and Rapley, reducing a long-standing
discrepancy in the 0/Ne abundance ratio by a factor of 1.5. Further
work is currently being done to calibrate the effect of detector gain
performance on the Channel I/Channel 2 relative sensitvity. A direct
consequence of this work will also be a better absolute flux
calibration of the two detectors.
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FIGURE 1: Spectral coverage of the seven PCS channels with some
important X-ray lines indicated. Any vertical line will indicate a
polychromatic position of the spectrometer. The "home position" lines
are indicated by the arrow.
FIGURE 2: Spectral coverage of the eight BCS channels showing
observation of a bright flare on 1 July 1980.
FIGURE 3: Two Ca XIX Spectra from an X-13 flare that occurred on 24
April 1984. The lower spectrum was taken during onset of the flare
burst and shows considerable line broadening and line shifts, which we
attribute to Doppler motions of several hundred km/s. The upper
spectrum shows the decay phase of the flare; note that the lines are
narrower and no longer shifted and that the satellite lines are now
clearly seen.
FIGURE 4: Various measureable energy components of the 8 April 1980
flare, showing the energy budget as a function of time for this event.
FIGURE 5: Temporal variation of the Ne IX resonance line emission, the
G and R ratios, and the resultant electron density for the large solar
flare of 5 November 1980.
FIGURE 6: The line to continuum ratio plotted against temperature for
the cooling phases of two flares. The mean electron temperature has
been estimated from the satellite to resonance line ratios. The
constant vertical shift between the two flares corresponds to a
variation in the Ca abundance by a factor of ~ 1.4.
FIGURE 7: A time series of five FCS images in three of the soft X-ray
channels corresponding to ~ 2-5 million K emission, along with the FCS
white light image showing where the X-rays originate with respect to
the photosphere. These were taken on five successive days as AR 4492/4
moved across the solar disk.
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FIGURE 8: A series of line profiles from the PCS, each at a different
point in AR 4474 in April 1984. This shows variations in line widths
from pixel to pixel indicating mass motions in the quiescent region.
FIGURE 9: A BCS Ca XIX spectrum taken during the 14 July 1980 flare
compared to the predictions of a theoretical model by Dubois et al.
Note the goodness of the fit, except for satellite lines x and y; this
is still being studied.
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on Solar Flares, London, 11 Dec. 1981.
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J. Schrijver, G. Simnett, J.B. Smith, K.T. Strong and J. Sylwester,
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Antonucci, R. Bandiera, F. Chiuderi-Drago and R. Falciani. SIF
Meeting, Pisa 1981.
The XRP Experiment: E. Antonucci and C.J. Wolfson; Crimea SMM Workshop,
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The Significance of Multiple Flares: K.T. Strong, B. Dennis, J.W.
Leibacher, and C.J. Wolfson, Am. Astronomical Soc. Meeting, Boulder,
11-14 Jan. 1982.
Direct Evidence for Chromospheric Evaporation in a Well-Observed Compact
Flare: R.C. Canfield, L.W. Acton, T.A. Gunkler, U.S. Hudson, A.
Kiplinger and J.W. Leibacher, Am. Astronomical Soc. Meeting,
Boulder, 11-14 Jan. 1982.
Direct Evidence for Chromospheric Evaporation in a Well Observed Compact
Flare: R.C. Canfield, T.A. Gunkler, H.S. Hudson, L.W. Acton, J.W.
Leibacher and A. Kiplinger, Symposium on SMY. COSPAR, Ottawa, 1982.
Observational Studies of Chromospheric Evaporation: L.W. Acton, Hinotori
Symposium on Solar Flares, Jan. 1982.
Some Spectroscopic Results from the X-Ray Polychromator on SMM: K.J.H.
Phillips, Hinotori Symposium on Solar Flares, Jan. 1982.
Correlations Between Soft X-Ray Long Duration Events and Metric Noise
Storms: C.G. Rapley, Hinotori Symposium on Solar Flares, Jan. 1982.
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UV and X-Ray Observations of a Coronal Archade: K.T. Strong, M.E.
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An X-Ray Empirical Model of a Solar Flare Loop: M. Bruner, W.A. Brown,
L.W. Acton and K.T. Strong. S.P.D. Meeting of Am. Astronomical Soc.,
Pasadena, June, 1983.
The 12 November 1980 Flare at 17:00 UT: Analysis of Observations by the
XRP, R. Pallavicini and L.W. Acton, UK SMM Workshop, May 1983.
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A New Method for Determining Temperature and Emission Measure Variations
During Solar Flares: .L. Bornmann, Am. Astronomical Soc. Meeting,
Baltimore, 11-13 June, 1984, abstract in Bull. Am. Astronomical
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Variation in the Observed Coronal Calcium Abundance for Various.X-ray
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SOLAR MAXIMUM MISSION
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORS: Or. Loren W. Acton. LMSC
Lockheed Palo Alto Research Lab
Dr. J. Len Culhone, MSSL
Mullard Space Science Lob
Dr. Alan H. Gabriel. RAL
Rutherford Appleton Lab
XRP PROJECT SCIENTISTS: Special Assignments
Dr. Janes R. Lenen. MSSL
Dr. Keith T. Strong. LMSC
Dr. Peter J. MacNeice. RAL
Dr. Julia L. R. Saba. LMSC
Dr. Ken J.H. Phillips. RAL
Plans daily XRP science operations in
coordination with the other SMM scientists
and the solar research community.
Verifies the initial XRP operations
analysis by the XRP Evoluotor in conjunction
with the XRP Engineer and the IOT Mgr.
Conducts scientific analysis of XRP solar
data in collaboration with the solar research
community.
XRP INSTRUMENT OPERATION TEAM. (IOT):
IOT SMM-II Job Titles Job Functions
Michael
LMSC
Levay IOT Manager
Inst. Ops. Team
Dnyanesh Mathur
RAL
Engineering Progr
for XRP Operations.
Manages the IOT.
Provides expert analysis of the XRP
instrument and micro—computer
functioning and problems.
Reprograms the XRP micro—computer.
r Develops and maintains software
for XRP Instrument Operations.
Maintains the software library for
XRP science analysis for LMSC, RAL.
MSSL and the XRP-EOF.
Gr«g Slater
ARC by LMSC
XRP Engineer
Samuel Freeland XRP Data Analyst
RAL Assistant Programmer
Provides detailed engineering
evaluation and testing for operational
management of the XRP instrument.
Coordinates his activities with the
Project Scientists and the IOT.
Provides preliminary evaluation of
solar and XRP instrument data for the
the Project Scientists and the XRP
Engineer and the IOT Manager.
Develops and maintains XRP software
as directed by the XRP Programmer.
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Terl Waters
RAL
XRP Commander
Rebecco Coffey
RAL
Prod. Data Processor
Relief XRP Commander
Creates load directives for dally
science and engineering plans.
Codes XRP Sequences requested by the
Project Scientist for science operation.
Manipulates Real Time Sequences dally
to support XRP Operational Plans.
Maintains XRP Command Generation
software for coded sequences.
Verifies ground base software and
spacecraft software watch exactly.
Processes XRP Production Data Tapes.
Maintains f i l i n g system for the
processed XRP Production Data.
Maintains expertise In Command Ops.
for relief XRP Commanding.
Special Project SMM-II Job Job Functions:
Kerreit Smith
LMSC
Science Staff
IOT Staff
XRP Administrator
Provides XRP Project Scientists with
science analysis of selected XRP solar
X-ray events.
Assists IOT as Relief Data Analyst.
Oversees NOAA Flare Catalog for XRP.
Establishes XRP-EOF equipment
maintenance contracts.
Interfaces officially for XRP with
NASA-GSFC and LMSC.
Peter Waggett
MSSL
Max Repace
ARC by LMSC
Data Anal. Programmer Programmed IDL graphics software.
Prod. Data Processor Analyzed XRP solar whit* light
images for the IOT.
Scl. Data Processor Analyzes solar science data for
Asst. Programmer the XRP Project Scientists.
Creates software for delayed batch
' processing of XRP science data.
Distributes NOAA solar data to RAL.
MSSL. LMSC and the XRP-EOF.
Ben Brown
PC Co. Schools
by LMSC
Flare Cataloger
Asst. IOT Member
Processes XRP solar flares for the
NOAA computer flare catalog.
Backs up DEC 11/54 Computer Sys. to
magnetic tape on a monthly basis.
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DATE 8/12/84
UT AT MF ZERO 9:11:40
DAY OF YEAR - 343
FILE NUMBER - 16
MAJOR 438565
OBC SAA? NO
I HI VOLTS ON - 6
SHARED TLM: YES
OBC NIGHT? YES
BCS
NORMAL/BACKUP - NORMAL
MICRO STATUS - RUN
COMMAND STATUS- 6
e
LOAD STATUS • 6
SEQUENCE ID 10. 6.15.0
SEONCE REPEAT • 7
MODE ID - J6444
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FLARE? ' 74
MIN SINCE FLARE 64
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TEST PULSER IS OFF
SEO INIT BY OBC
FCS
NORMAL/BACKUP - NORMAL
MICRO MODE - RUN
INTERPRETER ON? YES
TELEMETRY - NSF
SEQUENCE ID 1.63.437
SEO RPTS LEFT - 126
MODE ID 19536
MODE RAN (SEC) 1647
GAS PUFF A - 63483
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X-RAY POLYCHROMATOR
SOLAR MAXIMUM MISSION
7 Dec. 1984
Kermit L. Smith
(301)344-8279
(301)344-7557 ANS. Mach,
CODE 602.6 (BLOC. 7, XRP) GODOARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER GREENBELT MO 20771
TELEPHONE (301) 344-7557 TELECOPY: (301) 344-6230 TWX: 89675
XRP's WEEKLY ACTIVITY REPORT of 7 Dec. 1984
1. TOTAL XRP INSTRUMENT STATUS:
* Sys. A Gas Supply Remaining: 31 to 37 months.
* Sys. B Gas Supply Remaining: 3.1 to 6.7 months. Leak rate increases while on.
* Sys. B was shut off 6 Dec.'84 to conserve gas until next solar activity.
Gas Sys. B's Exponential Decay to be used to improve Remaining Gas Estimate.
* The BCS Detector System has no operational problems and is working well.
* Several misreads occurred during last usage of the PCS XTAL Drive on 20 Sept.
PCS XTAL Drive Bulb B is degrading in same manner as old Bulb A.
PCS XTAL Drive Bulb B has an estimated lifetime of 200 hours actual usage.
* The Alignment Sensors are all working properly with stable responses.
2. IOT ACTIVITIES, PROBLEMS and PLANS:
* The serious FCS Raster Drive slipping problems in Y-axis started 9 Nov.'84.
The PCS Raster Drive slippage problem is improving somewhat, but very slowly.
Alternate FCS Cam Set to be tested while work continues on Primary Cam Set.
3. CALIBRATIONS, ETC.:
* SNEW Slews are scheduled weekly.
4. ADMINISTRATIVE ISSUES WITH NASA:
* SMM's Bldg. .7 power w i l l be shut off on the last two Dec. '84 weekends.!
* Old April-May 1984 XRP Merged Production Tapes are arriving by the box load.
5. PROGRESS on SCIENCE OBSERVING PLANS:
* The Sun remains very quiet, and no coronal hole is on the disk this week.
* A Region "behind" the East limb had several small flares in a 6 hour period.
The XRP East Limb Survey had mapped the Region. The Region died on disk.
6. SMM-WIDE OPERATIONAL ISSUES:
* "Comments on SL2 and SMM" of 5 Dec.'84 by L.W. Acton has been distributed.
* SL2 now officially scheduled for 22 June, already slipping towards 26 June.
7. POLITICS, VISITS, & RUMORS:
* John Parkinson visited XRP this week. ....
* Keith Strong returns from Calif, on 7 Dec. 1984.
* Kermit Smith w i l l spend the Christmas Holidays in California.
LOCKHEED PALO ALTO RESEARCH LABORATORIES . MULLARD SPACE SCIENCE LABORATORY . SPACE I ASTROPHYSICS DIVISION
LOCKHEED MISSILES I SPACE COMPANY. INC. UNIVERSITY COLLEGE. LONDON RUTHERFORD » APPLETON LABORATORIES
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APPENDIX C : DATA SUBMISSION PLAN FOR THE NATIONAL
SPACE SCIENCE DATA CENTER
The X-ray Polychromator experiment consists of two instruments, the
Bent Crystal Spectrometer (BCS) and the Flat Crystal Spectrometer (FCS).
The complete data set from both of these experiments is presently
accessible at the SMM Data Analysis Center (DAC) through the use of the
extensive package of analysis software developed for our own use. The
DAC represents our primary archival submission of this data set. We
have provided both personnel and hardware towards the establishment of
the DAC and are prepared to continue to work with the NSSDC to provide
data to outside users so long as our level of analysis support permits
this additional service activity.
As we have discussed at length, the permanent archiving of the XRP
data set in a scientifically useful form requires essentially the
capability of the DAC and. is beyond the scope and resources of the
NSSDC. Therefore, for the foreseeable future the NSSDC/DAC cooperation
appears to be the best solution to fulfilling the charter obligations of
the NSSDC to see that SMM data are available to the general user
community. The extremely non-homogeneous nature of this data set (many
instrument modes, variable solar conditions, substantial number of
instrument maladies, etc.) makes bulk reduction and archiving
excessively costly. Furthermore, the most valuable research aspects of
the data set would have to be comprised in the necessary selection and
editing to make the volume of "reduced" data manageable for the NSSDC.
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The XRP related materials most suited for NSSDC archiving fall into
two categories. The first provides information on the mission as a
whole and, incidently, important XRP data.
1. SMM pointing log.
2. Solar Maximum Mission Active Region Histories and Synoptic
Observations.
3. Solar Maximum Mission Event Listing.
4. Daily planning log produced by the SMM planning chief.
We assume that the NSSDC already has these materials. If not, the
project scientist can readily provide them as they are already in
finished form.
The second category of the XRP materials provide information on the
nature and quality of XRP data and the XRP observing mode(s). The
materials have some limited value for research but are mostly useful for
deciding whether to look into the primary data base. The materials we
propose to provide the NSSDC are the following:
1. Annotated catalog of all XRP data describing time of running and
nature of each observing sequence, orbital sunrise and sunset,
entrance and exit from SAA, SMM pointing, etc. This can be
delivered as hardcopy or on magnetic tape.
2. Counting rate plots of all 15 XRP data channels (15 Channel Light
Curves), 12 hours per page, for the useful life of the mission.
These show instantly whether flares were observed at any given
time and provide considerable information on what the XRP was
doing and the statistical success of the experiment. These would
be delivered on hard copy.
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3. Ca XIX counting rate curves and sample eight channel spectra for
all flares observed with the BCS which are intense enough to be
statistically significant. This represents about 300 flares and
would be delivered on hard copy.
We would propose to deposit these materials, along with appropriate
documentation including published papers describing the XRF, with the
NSSDC. Transfer of additional material to the NSSDC upon shut down of
the DAC will represent additional effort not covered under the present
contract.
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